
STUDENT ADMISSION AND ACCESIBILITY 

The student admission criteria varies nationally, so it is hard to give comprehensive recommendations. 

Interpreter educations often measure e.g. language skills, suitable capacity and qualities to work as an 

interpreter. There are, in our experience, some general issues to address regarding Deaf students, and we 

will provide some insights to them in the following. The issues range from education politics to defining 

“Deaf”.  

It is important to notice that the first language (L1) of Deaf students is in many cases their national sign 

language. Thus the other working language, i.e. the spoken language of the country, should in the 

admission process be tested as a second language (L2), not as L1.  

Another important thing is to set the level of language skills required: both in admission and when 

graduating. For an interpreter to whom a written language is merely a tool in preparation and research, we 

should not set the goal too high. For a graduate translator, or interpreter working from e.g. autocue, the 

skills required should be higher, C1 or C2 (CEFR).  

However, if we look at the general level of L2 that hearing students reach during their education (which in 

our experience is often no higher than B2), why would we demand more from Deaf Interpreters? 

Furthermore, there is the question of whether we should set a fixed standard for a young, developing 

professional field, and for professionals whose work can vary depending on the country? Of course working 

as an interpreter requires fluency in multiple languages. Even with lower demands of L2 skills the students 

will need to have access in written communication, texts, researches, etc.  

The extent of studying should of course be in line with prior skills, and there might be a greater need for 

individual planning. Deaf education in general has had its impacts in history. What kind of education do 

Deaf students have in the country? Have they had possibility to participate in L1 sign language classes 

during their primary education? Have they had teachers who never required anything from them? If the 

language education for Deaf students has been inadequate, preparatory courses should be provided to 

ensure equal access.  

Another issue is if we should presume that Deaf students already have more than one language to work 

with? If not, how much time and effort must be put to learning another sign language or International Sign? 

The first Deaf interpreters in a country must often cover “all” areas where DIs are needed, which also sets 

the demands quite high. Later with more DIs, there is the capacity for DIs to specialise.  

To summarise: there needs to be criteria for both admission and graduation, but admissions criteria should 

not disadvantage Deaf students from taking part in training. The organiser of the education should be well 

aware of the status of the Deaf applicants at members of a minority. It should be the education that bends 

and makes changes in order to be accessible for a student from a minority group. Training thus requires 

constant discussion on the boundaries of being flexible and at the same time keeping the quality and 

standards high. 


